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Testing of working standards
















For calibration and adjustment of balancing machines, setup rotors or master rotors and calibrated test weights are indispensable. These working standards must be treated like other measuring or testing equipment. This means: They have to be inspected periodically in order to ensure reliable measurements. Failure to do so could have an impact on product quality and potentially have serious economic consequences.

Our test laboratory covers all relevant measurands - geometry, mass and, in particular, unbalance. Only this enables the complete testing of:

	Test rotors and masses in accordance with ISO 21940-21 or SAE ARP 4162
	Setup and master rotors for balancing machines in serial production
	Other disk- and cylindrical-shaped standards or entire assemblies
	Standardised or self-manufactured standards


We recommend that you use your own working standards and have them checked by our AUKOM* trained staff. Your tested working standards are then available not only for regular laboratory tests, but also for your own intermediate tests, thus increasing your product quality. If you do not have your own working standards, we would be pleased to offer them to you for rent. Further information can be found under "Rental of working standards".

* AUKOM Training Coordinate Metrology e.V., Braunschweig: AUKOM seminars provide advanced, metrological knowledge and increase the reliability of measurement results.

 




Test levels to match your QM system

Principally, every working standard can be tested in accordance with each level. The test laboratory for balancing technology offers three performance levels, which differ in terms of the metrological depth and the scope of the documentation.
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These Cookies make a website usable by providing basic functions such as page navigation, language settings, and access to protected areas. As the website is unable to function properly without them, you cannot opt out of this kind of Cookies.
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Analysis



These Cookies allow us, and the service providers (e.g. Piwik Pro) to collect and analyze information and statistics about your interaction with our website. This helps to optimize our website using the findings obtained.
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Functionality



These Cookies help us to improve the functionality and attractiveness of our websites, and your user experience by saving, for example, your settings, and selections as well as filters, and to recognize your device on subsequent visits.
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Cookie settings

We use cookies and similar technologies on this website. In order to allow their use to analyze website usage and to enhance functionality, please click on “Accept”.

To change the settings and select which specific Cookies we are allowed to use, or to obtain more detailed information, please click on “Details”.
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YOUR CONTACT AT THE TEST LABORATORY



Mr Harald Uhl                    


Phone: +49 (0) 61 51 32 - 29 66

Fax: +49 (0) 61 51 32 - 23 15

contact




×









Salutation:
-
Mr
Ms








Name:
*







Surname:
*







Company:







Street:
*







Postal code:
*







City:
*







Country:
*







Phone:
*







Fax:







Email:
*







Subject:
*







Message:
*
 






File:









  * Yes, I agree to the storage of my data insofar as such storage is necessary for the processing of my request. I also agree to my data being processed in accordance with the Schenck RoTec data protection declaration.










 Yes, I wish to be kept informed about technical innovations and events via E-Mail in future.
Privacy policy
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Schenck ONE wins the iF DESIGN AWARD 2024

Schenck ONE has won this year's iF DESIGN AWARD, making it one of the winners of the world-renowned design label.

Details Schenck ONE wins the iF DESIGN AWARD 2024
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09.01.2024 11:33  

A Versatile Portable Balancer with Numerous Capabilities

Details A Versatile Portable Balancer with Numerous Capabilities
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06.10.2023 03:04  

Schenck RoTec presented a new universal balancing machine at the EMO

Details Schenck RoTec presented a new universal balancing machine at the EMO
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22.09.2023 03:08  

Schenck is expanding its portfolio for the tire industry

Details Schenck is expanding its portfolio for the tire industry
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29.08.2023 11:57  

Schenck ONE wins the Red Dot Design Award

Details Schenck ONE wins the Red Dot Design Award
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18.07.2023 03:55  

Schenck "Balancing Lab" at EMO 2023

Details Schenck "Balancing Lab" at EMO 2023
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14.03.2023 10:04  

Dürr Group increases its production and IT capacities in India

Details Dürr Group increases its production and IT capacities in India
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04.03.2022 02:18  

Martin Schreiber becomes new managing director at BENZ

Details Martin Schreiber becomes new managing director at BENZ
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08.04.2021 01:21  

Interactive Support+

Details Interactive Support+
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02.03.2021 02:52  

ONE SCHENCK USA Strategy Continues with Property Acquisition in Hudson, MA

Details ONE SCHENCK USA Strategy Continues with Property Acquisition in Hudson, MA
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01.03.2021 11:41  

Schenck RoTec Introduces CAST 2 – Software for Computer-Aided Spin Testing

Details Schenck RoTec Introduces CAST 2 – Software for Computer-Aided Spin Testing
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23.04.2019 01:25  

SCHENCK - Your leading partner in balancing e-drives. Worldwide

Details SCHENCK - Your leading partner in balancing e-drives. Worldwide
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04.12.2018 10:00  

How the tire is mounted on the rim

Details How the tire is mounted on the rim
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24.08.2018 10:07  

Smart all-rounder for shafts and rollers

Details Smart all-rounder for shafts and rollers
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08.08.2018 04:02  

Virio 15 - Quick integration of compact precision

Details Virio 15 - Quick integration of compact precision
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08.08.2018 11:00  

eTENO - eMobility balanced by Schenck

Details eTENO - eMobility balanced by Schenck
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24.10.2017 01:40  

Tooldyne micro -  Maximum Precision in Miniature

Details Tooldyne micro -  Maximum Precision in Miniature
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17.10.2017 12:34  

Schenck acquisition creates a consulting and testing service provider, with complementary capabilities in various industries

Details Schenck acquisition creates a consulting and testing service provider, with complementary capabilities in various industries
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14.09.2017 11:04  

Smart immediate assistance right by the machine

Details Smart immediate assistance right by the machine
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28.11.2016 05:36  

digital@DÜRR – Intelligent products and networked factories

Details digital@DÜRR – Intelligent products and networked factories
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21.11.2016 05:36  

Cardano – Efficient balancing of cardan shafts for commercial vehicles

Details Cardano – Efficient balancing of cardan shafts for commercial vehicles
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24.10.2016 05:36  

CIVO – Fully automated balancing machine for wound armatures

Details CIVO – Fully automated balancing machine for wound armatures
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17.10.2016 05:36  

30 years of Schenck RoTec India

Details 30 years of Schenck RoTec India
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10.10.2016 05:36  

Precise: Automatic unbalance correction in wheel/tyre fitting

Details Precise: Automatic unbalance correction in wheel/tyre fitting
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26.09.2016 05:36  

Cave - Bringing visions to life

Details Cave - Bringing visions to life
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SCHENCK RoTec GmbH

Landwehrstrasse 55

64293 Darmstadt, Germany

www.schenck-rotec.com

Tel.: +49 (0) 6151 - 32 23 11

Fax.: +49 (0) 6151 - 32 23 15
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Hotline




Fenster schliessen



Hotline general

+49 (0) 6151 32-2311

Monday - Saturday

07:00 am - 05:00 pm




Hotline Service (Helpdesk)

+49 (0) 6151 32-3083

Monday 01:00 am - Saturday 01:00 am (24h)

Saturday 08:00 am - 02:00 pm




The given times refer to CET (UTC+1, March - October UTC+2). The current time is:
18:57


further contacts





















Please agree to processing and storage of your data. We can only process your request if you provide us with the information marked as  mandatory. Further details can be found in our data protection declaration
Link to the Schenck RoTec data protection declaration



